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Cover: Beth Israel Center Cornerstone Laying

A Note On Style

As the cornerstone of Beth Israel Center was lowered into
place, representatives of the oldest Madison Jewish congregation participated in the ceremony. They are (from left) A.J.
Rosenberg, Emanual Simon, Mrs. Meril Stein, and A.J. Sweet.
Gus E. Widen, mason superintendent for Vogel Brothers, is at
the extreme right. The metal box below the cornerstone contained membership lists and other documents. The Hebrew
inscription reads 5709, the Jewish calendar year.

As an interdisciplinary journal, Avukah accepts submissions in
varying manuals of style. The pieces included in Volume II reflect
this general rule.

Wisconsin Historical Society, Vinje, Arthur M., 1888-1972, Beth
Israel Center Cornerstone Laying, 62188. Viewed online at
https://www.wisconsinhistory.org/Records/Image/IM62188.
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A Note from
the Editors
T

he 2018-2019 Editorial Board is proud to present Volume II of Avukah, the Undergraduate Journal of Jewish
Studies at the University of Wisconsin-Madison.
“Avukah” is the Hebrew translation for “torch,” which reflects
our journal’s mission: to bring to light historical, religious,
political, social, or cultural topics related to Judaism, Jews,
and Jewishness. We have continued this mission for a second
year by highlighting six undergraduates from UW-Madison.
The Board carefully selected the cover photo for this edition, which shows members of Madison’s Beth Israel Center
placing a cornerstone at the synagogue, to mark Avukah’s
commitment to undergraduate research and the intellectual
diversity of Jewish studies as the cornerstone of our journal.
Among the more than thirty submissions we received, a
significant number were on topics related to the Holocaust.
Not only is this a testament to UW’s commitment to Holocaust education, but also to the myriad of students that
ensure its continued resonance by researching, writing, and
sharing what they have learned through academic publishing.
This journal begins with Rachel Reisman’s analysis of American Jewish identity in the early 20th century. She focuses on
how the Menorah Society, an association created by students at
Harvard College, inspired students to embrace their Judaism,
while in college and after school, during a period that increasingly threatened traditional understandings of Jewish identity.
Annie Borse’s piece evaluates the political dynamics that presented serious threats to European Jews by explaining Hitler’s
role as the primary actor that transformed Nazi anti-Jewish
policies into a successful extermination campaign that resulted in the Final Solution. Her argument is rooted in the
scholarship of renown Holocaust historian, Saul Friedländer.
The short essays written by Jessica Handler and Jon Dorazio
contribute to this edition’s variation of topics and time periods. Both authors provide a unique look into how biblical law
during the rabbinic period influenced how Jews responded to
particular circumstances and interacted with non-Jews.

Jacob Teper also elaborates on the factors that influence
behavior, specifically within the context of World War II.
Teper discusses whether Nazi war tactics, in particular, the
threat of physical violence, or Nazi propaganda was more
successful in generating public support for the Third Reich.
He concludes with the message that falling prey to misinformation has detrimental societal repercussions. Hannah Paley
builds on this notion in her comparative analysis of books
written by Jacob Katz and Steven Beller on the fundamentals of antisemitism. She argues that while both authors use
similar overarching concepts to define antisemitism, they
take different positions on how it manifested overtime. Paley
underscores the importance of realizing what constitutes this
phenomenon especially during a time of renewed frequency
and intensity of antisemitic activity.
The Editorial Board is excited to present Volume II of
Avukah with the conviction that it illuminates moments in
Jewish history and elements of Jewish culture and religion
that inspire new ways of understanding contemporary issues.
This unique selection of articles makes for a compelling and
noteworthy read.
We would like to thank the Mosse/Weinstein Center for
Jewish Studies (CJS) for its continued support of Avukah. We
are grateful for the encouragement and guidance from our
faculty advisor, Jordan Rosenblum, and from CJS Director,
Tony Michels. We would also like to thank Chad Gibbs and
those individuals from the Jewish Studies Graduate Association who provided their editorial expertise and insight to enhance the quality of this journal. Without CJS and its incredible team of faculty and staff, publishing this edition would
not have been possible. We appreciate all of their efforts that
enable undergraduates to pursue Jewish studies.
For more information about Avukah and how to submit
work to future volumes, please visit our website at
avukah.wordpress.com/.
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The Menorah Society:
Illuminating the American
Jewish Experience for
Generations
By Rachel Reisman

Rachel Reisman is a sophomore at the University of
Wisconsin studying human development and family studies
and communication arts. She wrote this paper for a class
titled “The American Jewish Experience: From Shtetl to
Suburb” taught by Professor Tony Michels. Reisman uses
primary and secondary sources from the course reader to
analyze the ways in which American Jews responded to
particular challenges that emerged in the 20th century,
including the threat of Nazism, the refugee crisis, and
the struggle to establish a state in Palestine. She evaluates
how American Jewish students sought membership in the
Menorah Society, a club created by students at Harvard
College, to reconcile their Jewish and American identities in
the midst of these challenges. She conveys how the principles
of the Menorah Society inspired its members to embrace
their Jewish identities while in school and throughout the
course of their lives.
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T

hroughout the 20th century, a major internal conflict
arose within the American Jew. During this time
period, Jews living in America were often torn
between their desire to be accepted and their commitment to
being different. They were constantly searching for ways to
identify as both American and Jewish, without contradicting
their multilayered identity. For this reason, American
Jews experienced an underlying tension with assimilation,
assuming that to become more secular, they had to sacrifice
their Jewish identity. In 1906 at Harvard College, in order
to assuage these tensions, Jewish students gathered together
to start a club called the Harvard Menorah Society, which
later developed into the Menorah Association. The Menorah
Association worked hard to address the challenge of
conjoining Anglo-American culture and Jewish culture until
the cultural decline of the association in the 1930s. During
its nearly three decades, the Menorah Association provided
a home for Jewish students at Harvard. While it indirectly
taught cultural pluralism, it also emboldened Jewish identity
for students. This dual role had a lasting influence on the
Jewish community in America for years to come.
Horace M. Kallen was at the forefront of the Menorah
Association. After immigrating from Poland to Boston with
his father, Kallen enrolled in secular public schools where
he developed a passion for American culture (Kallen, 30).
At 18-years-old, Kallen began studying at Harvard College,
where he found it difficult to express his Jewish identity, as,
at Harvard, any form of religion was deemed anti-intellectual
and largely anathema to the university’s student body and
political life. Nevertheless, Kallen decided to embrace
Hebraism, Jewish culture (31).
Kallen wrote for many publications in the American Jewish
press. In his essays, he wrote of Hebraism and Zionism,
underscoring their dynamic relationship, and included
lessons he learned from his Harvard professors and from
founding the Harvard Menorah Society. Prior to 1924,
Kallen had not directly used the words “cultural pluralism,”
however, his writings emphasized the roots of the theory.
These writings on cultural pluralism would later become
guides for the nascent Menorah Association. At the same
time of Kallen’s very first publication in 1909, the Menorah
Society set its primary goal as instilling “a love for Hebraism
in all its members” (34). Although “cultural pluralism” was
not yet a common term, Kallen and his associates in the
Harvard Menorah Society sought out ways to broaden
conceptions of American identity on campus in order to
enhance Jewish expression. The goals were broadened to
redesign Jewish identity in an intellectual way that Kallen
and other Jewish leaders had always imagined. As a result
of minimal pre-existing clubs that address Jewish culture
on campus, Kallen chaired the first meeting of the Harvard
Menorah Society.
The Jewish population at Harvard differed from those
on other college campuses, a factor that contributed to the
creation of the Menorah Society. At other universities,
Jewish students were typical of German descent and found it
easier to assimilate into society (14). At Harvard, however,
the Jewish students gathered at the first meeting were

children of Russian and Polish immigrants, and, rather than
focusing on assimilating into society, these Jewish students
devoted energy to promoting Jewish life on campus. They
aimed to encourage fellow Jewish students to take pride in
being Jewish rather than blending into society, hence the
creation of the Menorah Society.
At the club’s second meeting, the Menorah Society
members addressed their main reason for genesis: continuity
of Jewish identity at Harvard. As a means to reinforce
Jewish identity, the Society resolved to promote “the
study of Jewish History and Culture” (15). The leaders of
the Menorah Society coined the “Menorah Idea,” which
“conceives the Hebraic Spirit not as a matter of history only,
but, quite as much, as a vital force of the present” (29). The
founders of the organization believed that the synagogue,
not the university, was the proper place to worship. They

“As a means to reinforce Jewish
identity, the Society resolved to
promote ‘the study of Jewish History and Culture.’”
also believed that their club should be limited to promoting
Jewish culture, similar to other organizations on campus that
promoted their respective culture. Their mission was stated
as follows: “The purposes of the Menorah Society reflect in
a particular direction the general purposes of a university…
So a Menorah Society is designed primarily for study”. By
the third meeting, the organization had a nearly doubled its
membership due to its morals and values (23). With it’s 28
intrigued members, they settled on the name “The Menorah
Society,” as it indicated both the club members’ selfunderstanding and the way in which they hoped to be viewed
by those who were uninvolved and uninformed.
In January 1913, chapters of the Menorah Society
nationwide joined together to visit campuses across the nation
as the Intercollegiate Menorah Association (IMA), the most
influential Jewish organization for college students by the
mid-1910s. Prior to the establishment of the Menorah Society,
it was evident that these students were “openly ashamed
of Jewishness” according to Menorah Society founder and
University of Michigan professor I. Leo Sharfman (36). The
Menorah Association understood this issue and worked
to address this new reality by encouraging students to take
interest in Jewish life and embrace opportunities that their
ancestors were never granted. Further, the Menorah Idea
sparked an interest in Jewish college students who were
indifferent about their Judaism before coming to campus. As
the IMA spread to various campuses during the 1910s to 1930s
the majority of Jews in America did not feel the same desire
and passion as the founders of the IMA to explain themselves
to the entirety of the American world.
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The founders of the IMA, the children of Eastern
European Jewish immigrants, wanted to remake Jewish life
by fashioning Jewish culture in the image of the scholarly
world they had come to admire (5). They adopted German
intellectual traditions and found inspiration in Verein Fur
Cultur Und Wissenscaft der Juden, a group similar to theirs
that dealt with the social and cultural aspects of being Jewish
beyond the normal college age-range. The IMA’s vision
also came as a result of Haskalah, Jewish Enlightenment (6).
The IMA’s main goal was to preserve Jewish distinctiveness
by synthesizing it with mainstream American political
and intellectual thought. In 1915, an influential magazine
known as the Menorah Journal was later published on
behalf of the IMA (2). Within the journal, publications
that gave a pluralistic understanding of American society

is often recognized when it comes to crediting Jews as the
“chosen people.” Similar to Kallen who rejected the orthodox
ideas of his rabbinical father, Kaplan believed that Orthodoxy
had no “regard for the worldview of the contemporary mind”
(Kaplan, 558). Kaplan encouraged the Jewish people to think
of their religion as cultural, artistic, ethical and organizational
rather than a religion as a way to make their habits a way of
life. He believed that the real issue at hand stemmed from
Jews’ incapability of adjusting to modern life while keeping
an interest in religion to the point of wanting rituals (Kaplan,
559).

“At a time when there
was no clear definition of
‘Jewish,’ most felt lost.”
Further, Kaplan put a different emphasis on God that
required more “vocation” and less Hebraism. Kaplan uses
the term “vocation” to signify the call of people to a certain
task– in this fulfilling the role of the “chosen ones.” (68).
During the era of the Menorah Journal, Kaplan published
several articles in reference to the ideology of chosenness
and suggested that Judaism needed to be reconstructed. As a
result, the fourth branch of Judaism began to flourish known
as Reconstructionist Judaism.

This is the Harvard Menorah Society Membership shingle, adopted in the
first year of the society’s establishment.
Askowith, Hyman. 1906. “Harvard Menorah Society Shingle.” The Menorah
Journal 1, no. 4 (October): 251

were printed to encourage others outside of the campuses
bubble to seek a more enriched Jewish life in America. The
journal promulgated writings on political opinions, cultural
criticisms, poetry, and literature, along with reviews and
visual art (4). During its prime, the IMA and the Menorah
Journal formed a powerful coalition in their collective effort
to engage Jewish students. Such contributed to an increased
heightened awareness of Jewish students.
Rabbi Mordechai M. Kaplan, like Kallen, was also
concerned about the continuity of Judaism, however, held
different views on how to mitigate this issue (67). Kaplan
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This view of religion, however, was rejected by individuals
in the Menorah Society, who were more academic than
religious and often sought out more advanced relations in
terms of opportunity. Although they were steps from the
Lower East Side, where the majority of New York’s Jewish
population resided during this time period, the boundaries
were rarely crossed (5). Some of the original members of
the organization were Zionists and also were a part of the
Harvard Zionist Club which was formed in 1905, one year
before the Menorah Society (22). However, the Menorah
Society noted that advocating Zionism risked triggering
antisemitism from other students. If the club wanted to
prosper, it has to remain completely non-partisan and
based on broader conceptions. Those involved in the club
referred to it as “neither a social club nor religious fraternity,
the Menorah is a scientific society…” (24). The IMA often
criticized those who did not think as critically and spent time
on material gain rather than intellectual gain. Although they
were judgmental on how others interpreted Judaism and
set specific boundaries, the IMA had a true love for Jewish
culture.
Whilst the IMA criticized others, the downplaying of
religion upset many other national religious organizations.
Rabbi Zepin, director of Union of American Hebrew
Congregation’s (UAHC) Department of Synagogue and
School Extension, hoped to convince the students at one of
their earlier meetings to focus on religion rather than culture

(27). Despite the refusal of students, the Harvard Menorah
Society and Rabbi Zepin came to an agreement in which the
UAHC would pay the expenses of Rabbis, approved by the
UAHC, who traveled to speak to the society. However, the
approved list soon grew narrow and Zepin refused to pay for
Rabbi Wise to speak to the Harvard Menorah Society simply
because he was not a UACH affiliate. Although the Harvard
Menorah Society eventually paid for it out of pocket, Rabbi
Wise called their agreement with the UACH “intolerant and
therefore un-Jewish” (27). After numerous attempts to get
the Harvard Menorah Society to find a love for the religious
aspects of Judaism, it was clear Zepins efforts had failed and
he later dismissed the organization as a “semi-secret” society.

Bibliography
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Challenges on campus also faced the Menorah Association.
In 1922, the question of limiting Jewish student admissions
to colleges around the country came into play. Specific
quotas for Jewish applicants were proposed as schools drew
national attention (37). These quotas had a great influence
on Jewish students and Rabbis. For example, Rabbi Newman
acknowledged the debate over these quotas and noted that
they caused implications for Jews beyond campus life that
stretch into the nature of American democracy. That same
year, an exam was administered to 83 Harvard students
with the following question: “For the good of all persons
concerned, is a college ever ethically justified in limiting to a
certain percentage the number of any particular race who are
admitted to the freshman class each year?” (54). The results,
favoring the quotas, exemplified power rather than ethics.
Those who responded in support gave reasons that argued
that Jews stigmatized the University by failing to integrate
and establishing a negative reputation. As a response to the
exam, Menorah Society president Harry Starr defended the
Jewish students of Harvard college by reminding them of
the central doctrine at the heart of the Menorah Idea- that
America is a nation always in the process of forming and that
the contributions of various cultural groups strengthen the
nation.
The Menorah Association struggled to persist as time
went on. Competing organizations that offered more diverse
options for students were on the rise and led to the slow
comedown of the IMA. For example, The B’nai B’rith Hillel
Foundation offered students a place to go that focused on
welcoming those of different backgrounds despite their
religion, education levels of socioeconomic background (58).
At a time where there was no clear definition of Jewish,
most felt lost. Unlike the IMA, Hillel provided a place for
students to explore both the religious and cultural aspects
of Judaism. Despite its recession, the Menorah Idea was one
that withstood the test of time (63). Many benefits came out
of the association that contributed to society and culture as
a whole. For example, many individuals who were essential
to the foundation of the organization went on to teach as
professors at universities across the country and became
writers for the nation’s leading journals of opinion (63). The
ideologies that the Menorah Idea was based on also persisted
and had great influence through Jewish studies programs and
publications.
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Hitler’s Role as the Driving
Force Behind the Holocaust
By Annie Borse

Annie Borse is a recent UW-Madison graduate from the
School of Journalism and Mass Communication. While in
school, she specialized in audio and video storytelling and
radio production. Annie works in broadcasting now, but
history is one of her passions and she hopes to someday
continue her study of it at the graduate level. This paper
was written for a course titled “History of the Holocaust”
taught by Professor Amos Bitzan. Borse analyzes Saul
Friedländer’s position on how and why the events of the
Holocaust unfolded as they did. Borse uses Friedländer’s
book, Nazi Germany and the Jews 1939 – 1945: The Years of
Extermination, to explain how Hitler was the primary actor
that transformed Nazi anti-Jewish policies into a successful
campaign that resulted in the Final Solution. Borse
concludes by discussing the lessons one can extrapolate
from Friedländer’s work, specifically that voicing
opposition against those who espouse hatred and bigotry is
crucial in order to prevent the occurrence of future events
like the Holocaust.
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I

n Nazi Germany and the Jews 1939 – 1945, Saul Friedländer
argues that the Holocaust took place due to Hitler’s role
in the decision-making process of the “Final Solution.”
Strategic choices to target, incarcerate, and murder the Jews
were fueled by his apocalyptic redemptive anti-Semitism.
Apocalyptic in this context means that Hitler had a vision
of great destruction befalling the Jewish people that would
then lead to a better world, at least for members of the
“Aryan” race. Friedländer emphasizes Hitler’s position of
power as a method by which he drove the decision-making
process of the Holocaust. The local actors and lower level
Nazis did not have the status to make large-scale decisions,
meaning Hitler’s redemptive anti-Semitism conveyed
through his rhetoric, the framing of his “prophecy,” and his
speeches were the ideology propelling the Holocaust from
the top of the Nazi hierarchy to the bottom. Friedländer
explains the factors contributing to the genocidal turn of
Nazi anti-Jewish policies as the impact of radical ideology
and direct decision-making from the top of the Nazi
administration down.
Friedländer pays close attention to Hitler’s speeches
in regard to the Jews. Hitler’s rhetoric painted the Jews
as Germany’s ultimate enemy who started the war and
controlled the European nations that fought against
Germany. In January 1939, Hitler threatened the Jewish
“warmongers” in Paris, London, and mainly Washington
D.C. with his notorious “prophecy,” which insinuated that
under Germany the ultimate fate of the Jews would be their
physical annihilation. This rhetoric was utilized in order to
discourage those democracies from intervening in the war.1
By January of 1941 the “prophecy” had become a recurring
method of intimidation for the Nazi leader. Friedländer notes
that, “…the Nazi leader told his people–and all of Europe–
what a horrendous fate would have befallen them if, “Jewish
Bolshevism in alliance with Roosevelt and Churchill had
achieved victory…”2 Hitler threatened that the “Jew will not
eradicate the European nations, but will be the victim of
his own attack.”3 According to Friedländer, Hitler used his
redemptive Semitic ideology to escalate the apparent need
for action against the Jews of Europe. This ideology cast the
Jewish population as the greatest threat to the survival of
the German nation, a conspiracy that extended far beyond
Europe into the United States and the entire world.
Friedländer also describes how Hitler was convinced that it
was the Jews making military decisions for the United States
that would ultimately push America into war with Germany.
Friedländer cites a speech in which Hitler proclaimed that
the “forces that supported Mr. Roosevelt were the forces
against which I struggled, given the fate of my people and
from my innermost and holiest conviction. The ‘brain trust’
the American president relied upon included the members of
the same people that we fought in Germany as a parasitical
manifestation and that we started excluding from public
1 Saul Friedländer, The Years of Extermination: Nazi Germany and the
Jews, 1939-1945 (London: Phoenix, 2014), 281.
2 Ibid., 281.
3 Ibid., 281.

life.”4 Based on Friedländer’s argument, Hitler’s paranoia
about how much control Jews had over foreign governments,
especially over the United States, was the key force propelling
the war. With this mindset and ideology, Hitler made critical
decisions about the Holocaust and the implementation of
mass extermination.
By the end of 1941, Hitler had explicitly mentioned the
extermination of the Jews multiple times. He did so specifically
on October 19, October 25, December 12, December 17,
and December 18, and was indirectly quoted to that effect by
Joseph Goebbels, Alfred Rosenberg, and Hans Frank between
December 12 and 16. Previously, no action of this kind had
been mentioned in Hitler’s speeches. Friedländer observes
that five of these seven statements on extermination were
made within days of the declaration of war by the United
States. Friedländer then asserts that this “could be seen as a
thinly veiled message conveying that a final decision had been
made as a result of American entry into the war.”5 Friedländer
argues that from October to December, Hitler mulled over his
decision, as shown by his obsessive daily attacks on Jews and
his need to convince himself that systematically murdering
millions was the right choice.6 Hitler’s vocal condemnation
of the Jews and belief in Providence tightly tied him to his
publically preached ideology that he had to formulate some

On January 30, 1933 Hitler became Reich Chancellor; This was the beginning of the establishment of the National Socialist dictatorship.
Bundesarchiv Bild 183-S33882. April 20, 1937. German Federal Archives. In Wikimedia Commons.

4 Ibid., 279.
5 Ibid., 281.
6 Ibid., 286.
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result, which became the “Final Solution.”
All of Hitler’s public attacks against the Jews, whether
in connection with foreign nations or specific German
interests, revolved around the Jews’ position as the world’s
enemy. On October 2, 1941, in an address to millions of
German soldiers, Hitler spoke of “the last great decisive
battles of the year…the last powerful blow that will shatter
this enemy before the onset of the winter.”7 According to
Friedländer, Hitler left no doubt about the true identity
of the “horrendous, beast-like” enemy that was about to
“annihilate not only Germany, but the whole of Europe;” it
was the Jews.8 After Hitler had designated the Jews as “the
world enemy,” his anti-Jewish tirades became torrential.9
Hitler was now claiming that, “the Jew was much meaner
and much more bloodthirsty than anyone could anticipate.”10
Friedländer maintains that Hitler’s rhetoric and “prophecy”
of the impending physical destruction of German Jews
ultimately gave rise to the “Final Solution,” allowing
extermination to be seen as a feasible option.
Based on Friedländer’s argument, Hitler’s redemptive
anti-Semitism answers the question: why did the Holocaust
take place? Hitler’s big ideas drove everything within the
formulation of the “Final Solution.” Hitler as the central
authority controlling the mass deportations and killings with
a top-down approach explains logistically how the Holocaust
unfolded. Friedländer claims:
Hitler’s acolytes and their underlings may have
interpreted his anti-Jewish harangues from
October 1941 on as implicit encouragement to
forge ahead with local murderous initiatives to
solve the problems caused by the deportations
from the Reich; they could not, however,
have interpreted them as an order to start the
complete extermination of all European Jews.
Crossing the line from local murder operations
to overall extermination required a go-ahead
signal from the supreme authority.11
When deportations were just starting, however, Himmler
wrote that Hitler’s decision was sudden and that nothing
could be readily implemented.12 Friedländer does not
say exactly when Hitler began to contemplate the total
extermination of the Jews, but “the timing of Hitler’s
decisions was a matter of circumstances; the decisions as
such were not. And the timing regarding the ‘Final Solution’
was in part determined by the ‘prophecy’ of January 1939.”13
Friedländer argues that a prophet could not afford to hesitate
when the fulfillment of a prophecy had a possibility to unfold.
Hitler had to make good on what he prophesied because
the circumstance that would lead to the annihilation of the
Jews was becoming a reality. To Friedländer, the decisions
7 Ibid., 272.
8 Ibid.
9 Ibid.
10 Ibid., 281.
11 Ibid, 286.
12 Ibid., 263.
13 Ibid., 287.
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surrounding the Holocaust and “fulfillment of the prophecy”
could not have been carried out by anyone other than Hitler.
No one at any other level of the administration was in a
position to make choices about the “Final Solution” and no
one could carry out such a systematized operation without
direction from a supreme authority. Friedländer determines
that it is Hitler’s assistants such as Himmler, Goebbels,
Reinhard Heydrich, and Hermann Göring’s interpretation of
Hitler’s indirect commands that made the Holocaust possible
because “again and again the Nazi leader announced the
extermination of the Jews, and each time many Germans
understood perfectly well that he meant it.”14
With knowledge from Friedländer’s arguments about
how and why the Holocaust took place, it is evident that the
power and voice a person, or group, have when they are in

“Staying silent and turning
a blind eye to hatred does as
much good as acceptance and
encouragment of the same.”
a position of privilege can determine the collective fate of
an entire people. Hitler and his supporters capitalized on
the passivity and fear of Europeans across the continent.
However, there were groups that did not believe in Nazism,
some of whom the Nazi’s saw almost like Aryan brothers or
equals, such as the Danish. These people were in a privileged
position, as they had enough respect from the Nazis to be
able to speak up and have fewer repercussions. The Nazis
did not listen to persons or nations they believed inferior,
only those they viewed as equal had the power to reject Nazi
ideology and, subsequently, reject Nazism from taking hold
of Germany. “Aryans” in Germany also had the power to
reject Hitler and his beliefs from the beginning of his rise to
power. Had they used their position of privilege to protect
their country instead of passively following a demagogue, the
Jews could have experienced a different fate.15
In extrapolating Friedländer’s argument, there are larger
implications concerning advocacy for an oppressed group
of people. As these events prove, staying silent and turning
a blind eye to hatred does as much good as acceptance and
encouragement of same. Groups that are being persecuted
cannot stop their oppressors on their own, they need help
from the chosen few who are granted a voice. Non-Jews who
refused to be complicit during the wake of the Holocaust
rejected Hitler’s top-down approach. The Danish were
seen as equals by the Aryan Germans and were therefore
given freedoms and leniency unavailable to other occupied
countries. The Danes vocally disapproved of the Nazi’s
14 Ibid., 334.
15 Amos Bitzan, “The Nazi’s First Steps in Power” (class lecture,
Jewish Studies 231, University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison,
Wisconsin, February 7, 2018).

persecution of the Jews and actively helped Jews escape. The
Danes used their position of power within German standards
to help Jews, while the rest of Europe stood by silently as
Germany occupied and terrorized entire populations of
Jews. Europe’s silence amounts to acceptance of Jewish
persecution. Resistance and rejection of anti-Semitic
ideologies were the only options when it came to dealing
with Nazis and their agenda.
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The Rabbis’ Favorite
Answer: “It Depends”
By Jessica Handler

Jessica Handler is a senior from Newton, Massachusetts
majoring in Jewish studies. Growing up, Handler attended Jewish primary and secondary schools and overnight
camp which inspired her passion for Jewish topics. Her
particular interest is in Holocaust education, and she
hopes to work for a Holocaust museum. This paper was
written for a class titled “Jewish Business, Law, and Ethics”
taught by Professor Jordan Rosenblum. The piece’s title is
indicative of its content. “It depends” is a phrase used to
interpret the ambiguities of certain Jewish laws. Handler
evaluates how the rabbis during the rabbinic period
issued different rulings on these laws according to unique
circumstances under which they were being deliberated.
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“It

depends” is often the only correct response to a
question about Jewish law. Jewish law is always
changing according to innovations of the current
time. The introduction of coffee into the Jewish foodways
forced Rabbis to create laws on the preparation and consumption of coffee and bread. Yet, their rulings were not
consistent. “It depends” was often the answer because of
certain circumstances: who made the food or beverage, what
day it was made and was the person who made the coffee or
bread. The Talmud and Jews Welcome Coffee explain the guiding principles of Jewish law and more how Judaism evolved
as the world evolved.
After coffee was introduced into the European market in
the early eighteenth century, Rabbis had to create laws for its
consumption. The first challenge they dealt with regarded the
preparation of coffee by gentiles. According to the Rabbis of
the Rabbinic period’s understanding of Jewish law, a Jewish
man or woman was allowed to go into a coffee shop to buy a
cup of coffee made by a gentile on any given weekday. However, on Shabbat or during the holidays, the Rabbis provided
a more ambiguous instruction, proclaiming “it depends.”
Jews Welcome Coffee by Robert Liberles, poses the question,
“whether a Jew could drink coffee that had been prepared in a
gentile establishment on the Sabbath…even in a place where
most inhabitants are non-Jews, the non-Jew is also thinking
of the Jew and he will, therefore, add to his workload” (JWC
41). However, the Rabbis declared that if the gentile was
about to throw out the coffee, it was acceptable for a Jew to
have the coffee because he or she was not imposing more
work on the non-Jew. Moreover, since business transactions
are prohibited on the Sabbath, the Jew would have to credit
his coffee either before or after the Sabbath in order to properly drink it in accordance with Jewish law.

whether a food is allowed based on whether or not it was
a Jew or a gentile producing the goods based around the
assumption that the Jew would be well versed on the laws of
kashrut.
In his essay, “The Rabbis Welcome Coffee,” Liberles begins his
narrative by explaning his thirst for knowledge that brought
him to London to discuss how the local Jewish community
viewed the controversial new topic, coffee. While they did
not end up agreeing on the matter, this story shows how
Rabbis had to interpret laws in such a way that made them
relevant to the present day. “It depends” is the only answer
that can be given at certain times, especially when Rabbis
are tasked with interpreting ancient laws and making them
applicable to the modern period. “It depends” can also be the
right answer because of its ability to be both malleable and
ambiguous enough for any situation presented by a modern
conflict that Jews may face.
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Once Jews began to assimilate into secular societies, the
Rabbis confronted the issue of whether a Jew could eat bread
that was made by a gentile baker. In the text, Rabbi Helbo
says that “even according to those who permit bread baked
by an idolatrous baker, it is only if there is no Israelite baker,
but not when there is an Israelite baker” (Talmud 546). The
Rabbis preferred the Jewish baker because they would more
likely maintain the laws of kashrut while preparing bread.
This is different than the Rabbis’ approach to Jews and who
prepares their coffee.
Similarly, the Talmud also discusses whether or not Jews
can drink coffee on Passover. As part of the Jewish holiday
of Passover, the Jewish people do not eat bread or foods that
rise. In the preliminary stages of the Rabbis’ discussion of
coffee, they categorized the coffee as kitniot [legumes], which
Ashkenazim cannot eat during Passover due to the similar
appearance to grains that have hometz or breadlike products.
The Rabbis then considered: if it mattered wheather the
coffee was grounded. According to Jacob Reischer, who is
known for his evaluations of rabbinic responses, “although
some authorities consider it [coffee] as kitniot and prohibited… coffee was permitted as long as it was ground before
Passover by a Jew” (JWC 44). Like with the preparation of
coffee during the rest of the year and the consumption of
bread, this was not the first time that Rabbis have specified
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Property Damage through
the Lens of the Goring Ox
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Jon Dorazio is a senior from Montville, New Jersey majoring in political science. This paper was written for a class
titled “Jewish Business, Law, and Ethics” taught by Professor Jordan Rosenblum. Dorazio evaluates how biblical laws
were interpreted and applied to Jewish communities during
the Rabbinic period. He elaborates on the anecdote of the
“goring ox” to explain how Jewish biblical law influenced
the interactions between Jews and Gentiles in cases relating
to property damage. In his discussion, Dorazio highlights
the nuances that underpin different cases of property damage and who is responsible for what kind of reparations in
each of the cases according to the principles of Jewish law.
He reveals how the dictates of Jewish law, though developed centuries ago, continues to be relevant in resolving
contemporary issues.
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T

he Bible is considered by the Jewish community to have
been directly passed down from God to the Israelites. In
contrast, the Talmud is a set of laws derived from the
debates between the Rabbis after the Second Temple period.
The Talmud applies the principles of the Bible to set a precedent for specific situations. This is best exemplified in the
“goring ox” laws which are chiefly concerned with property
damage. Within the goring ox laws, it is evident that Talmudic law derives the foundation of its argument from that
presented in the bible but expands upon it by creating a legal
precedent in new circumstances a man may encounter.
The Book of Exodus defines citizens’ ethical and moral
responsibilities to his fellow citizens, and the penalties for
willful disregard of such responsibilities, as set forth in the
example of the ox owner that disregarded his ox’s propensity to act aggressively and if the ox ultimately causes injury.
However, Exodus states that if the “ox has been in the habit
of goring, and its owner; though warned, has failed to guard
it, and it kills a man or woman- the ox shall be stoned and its
owner, too, shall be put to death” (Exodus, 21:29). This punishment is far more severe than that imposed on the owner
of the ox whose act of aggression was a singular isolated
event. The penalty for an ox that has gored only once is that
it shall be put to death and its flesh shall not be consumed.
The Torah aims to demonstrate the lesson of accountability
that the owner of the ox must recognize. This responsibility
applies solely to the owner, who must protect the larger population from the ox, because of the ox’s propensity to gore.
Significantly, Exodus does not just prescribe the law’s
application to the Israelite community. The text declares that
if “a man’s ox injures his neighbor’s ox and it dies, they shall
sell the live ox and divide its price; they shall also divide the
dead animal,” (Exodus, 21:35). The “neighbor” in this situation appears to include all peoples in the population that
are grouped together based on the close proximity of their
homes. The Talmud limits and contextualizes the Bible’s terminology with the Rabbis’ debate over the neighbor clause. It
is evident from the aforementioned principle, that a gentile
would not be reprimanded in the same manner as an Israelite
if their ox gored someone in the community. Another exception is found in the commentary of the Rabbis in which,
similar to the Gentiles, the Temple is not considered the
neighbor of an Israelite.
The Talmud indicates that the Temple should not be
considered the neighbor of any Israelites. The text reads that
if an “Israelite’s ox gored an ox belonging to the Temple or
an ox belonging to the Temple gored a lay person’s ox, he
is exempt [from payment of damages], for it is written His
Neighbor’s Ox, not the ox belonging to the Temple,” (Talmud, 504). From this quote, the Rabbis assert that the Temple is an institution that exists outside the jurisdiction of the
goring-ox law. It is paramount to note that the Israelites did
not force individuals outside their community to subscribe
to Jewish laws. This is significant given the Jews’ longstanding history of being systematically coerced into abiding by
the codified judicial and religious laws of other groups. Even
though the Israelite community established a precedent based
on tolerance for others, the same treatment would not have

been reciprocated by non-Jewish groups.
Furthermore, the Talmud analyzes the exclusive and
inclusive perceptions of “neighbor.” The exclusion principle
is based on the idea that God designated these laws strictly
for the Israelites to ensure that idolaters would not reap the
benefits of the law. This is expressed by a baraita, teachings
“outside” of the six orders of the Mishnah, which states, “If
an idolater ox gored an Israelite Ox, he must pay full damages, whether or not the ox has been cautioned,” (Talmud,
506-507). The inclusive perspective of neighbor is argued
by Rabbi Meir who states, “even a Gentile who engages in
the study of Torah is like the High Priest, for it is written,
‘Keep My Judgements and My Statutes Which, If A Man
Do, He Shall By Them.’” (Leviticus, 18:5). The gravamen of
Rabbi Meir’s argument is that the excerpt from Leviticus
does not specify that its application is for a specific group of
people, but rather, simply states man. Thus, even a Gentile
who engages in the study of the Torah deserves to enjoy the
benefits of Jewish law. In stark contrast to the treatment of
the Gentile who studies the Torah is the Gentile who lives in
a Jewish community but opts to maintain their own religious
beliefs. This Gentile would not reap the benefits granted to
the Gentile who studies Judaism and instead would continue
to live a life of pseudo-ostracization. Although they were citizens in the community, their religion would act as a marker
that would differentiate them throughout their life.
The Bible and the Talmud have interwoven sources of
legality. The Bible is the word of God and possesses divine
authority. However, the Bible provides only general principles and does not address every situation that man may confront. The Rabbis were able to gain prominence and become
the new authors of authority by providing guidance on the
Bible’s application to everyday life. This is demonstrated by
the debate over neighbor and inclusion versus exclusion in
the case of the goring ox.
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T

he collapse of the American Stock Exchange in 1929
caused an economic depression that had repercussions
beyond the United States. Tangible effects from this
crash were felt globally, and Germany—with the third
largest national GDP in the world in the years before the
worldwide financial crisis—was devastated (Maddison, 379).
Unemployment in Germany climbed to over six million
people, and the German government debated which actions
would aid the country during this time of struggle (BBC).
In 1928, one year before the Great Depression, the Nazi
party held only twelve of the 577 seats in the Reichstag, the
German parliament (BBC). Four years later, in July of 1932,
the Nazi party held 230 seats, becoming the largest party in
the German parliament (BBC). A brief time later, in January
of 1933 Hitler became chancellor through the democratic
process. This was followed by Hitler naming himself the
Führer, or Leader, of Germany (BBC) after an amendment to
the Weimar Constitution called The Enabling Act gave Hitler
plenary powers.
Two months after Hitler’s consolidation of power, the
Third Reich established the Ministry of Propaganda, and
Joseph Goebbels was appointed the minister by Hitler (Nazi
Propaganda). This ministry oversaw the communication of
Nazi ideals through art, music, books, radio, films, school
curricula, and the press (Nazi Propaganda). Propaganda was
widespread and engrained in all aspects of German life during
the Nazi regime, enabling them to end the lives of millions
across Europe. I will assess the extent to which the Nazi’s
propaganda effectively indoctrinated the German citizens
and other European people who were exempt from Nazi
persecution and contributed to their mass murder scheme.
The non-targeted citizens of Germany were considered to be
members of the pure Aryan “master race” and Hitler claimed
that the race must remain pure to one day take over the
world (Nazi Racism). To build upon this theoretical frame, I
will also evaluate other factors such as fear and lack of safety
for the Aryan and other non-targeted European people
and their families to determine if these more powerfully
influenced their behaviors compared to Nazi propaganda.
Before evaluating the effect of German propaganda on
average citizens living under the Nazi regime, I will discuss
the propaganda used to control the German people during
Hitler’s tenure. “Propaganda tries to force a doctrine on the
whole people... Propaganda works on the general public from
the standpoint of an idea and makes them ripe for the victory
of this idea” (Mein Kampf). This idea came to fruition in
Mein Kampf which Adolf Hitler wrote in prison in 1924. The
book details the process which led to Hitler’s anti-Semitism,
his political ideology, and his future plans for Germany. It
includes three chapters specifically dedicated to how Hitler
planned to use propaganda as a strategic means to carry out

his political ambitions. Many of his ideas became central to
the goals of the propaganda ministry after its establishment
on March 13, 1933. However, even before the ministry was
created, more subtle forms of propaganda had demonized
those who opposed the Nazi regime by presenting them as an
inherent threat to the German nation.1

“Propaganda was widespread and
engrained in all aspects of German life during the Nazi Regime,
enabling them to end the lives of
millions across Europe.”
Alongside their concerted efforts to exclude political
opponents, individuals with disabilities, Jews, and other
“non-Aryan” groups, the Nazis used propaganda to build
a sense of community that united all German people
under the notion of Volksgemeinschaft, meaning “people’s
community.” Richard Grunberger, a British historian who
specializes in the study of the Third Reich, explains that the
“Volk were not just a people; a mystical soul united them,
and propaganda continually portrayed individuals as part
of a great whole, worth dying for” (Grunberger, 18). This
narrative was widespread in German society because of Nazi
propaganda, repeated in radio broadcasts, movies, posters,
and numerous other platforms. Another common mantra
used by the Nazis, was that the German people must, “put
collective need ahead of individual greed” (Koonz, 6). These
slogans, along with other similar sayings, clearly show that
the Nazis knew they had to create a sense of entitlement
and difference between the Aryan race and Hitler’s intended
targets if they were to execute their plan in the near future.
There was clear support by the German people for Hitler
and the Nazi party, as the Nazi party won 43.9 percent of the
German vote on March 5th, 1933.2 The German people were
aware of Hitler’s anti-Semitism, however the economic crisis
and the failed leadership of Franz von Papen and Kurt von
Schleicher, the last two chancellors of the Weimar Republic,
left Paul von Hindenburg, the President of Germany from
1925 to 1934, little choice but to appoint Hitler as chancellor.
Hindenburg was convinced that Hitler could be controlled,
and that his anti-Semitic ideas would not be reflected in his
upcoming leadership position (BBC).
The Nazis also used targeted propaganda to justify their
wartime actions by lying in order to maintain support
from the German people. One example of this was their

1 One clear example of this is the emergency decree issued by Adolf Hitler after the Reichstag building was burned down due to arson.

The Nazis blamed the Communists for the fire and used this act to suspend civil liberties including banning political meetings and marches
which restricted all other parties in the Parliament from campaigning.
2 It is important to mention that by this point the communists had already been blamed for
the Reichstag fire and civil liberties had been suspended throughout Germany. This is important because the decree enabled the Nazis to
arrest all political opponents in the parliament before the 1933 election.
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development of an aggressive media campaign in September
of 1939 that justified Germany’s invasion of Poland (Nazi
Propaganda). The German press, which was controlled by
Goebbels’, published stories describing “Polish atrocities”
and Polish “warmongering” despite actual events on the
ground (Nazi Propaganda). The Nazi regime even went as
far as staging a border incident designed to convince the
German people that Poland had attacked a German radio
station. However, the alleged attack was actually German SS
men dressed in Polish army uniforms (Nazi Propaganda).
The day after this supposed Polish attack Hitler announced
his decision to send his troops into Poland using carefully
chosen words to maintain the false image that Germany was
the victim in this particular incident (Nazi Propaganda).
Misinformation like this was commonplace in the Third
Reich, which made it hard for the German people to
distinguish between Nazi offensive wrongdoings and Nazi
protection of the German people. This confusion was
exactly what Hitler and Goebbels schemed to accomplish
through the use of propaganda to control the German
people as part of their overarching goal to execute millions
of innocent people.

including anti-Nazi journalists and a surgeon (Kristof, 1).
At this gathering, Sharp talked about her efforts to save the
Jews that, “If the Gestapo should charge us with assisting the
refugees to escape, prison would be a light sentence. Torture
and death were the usual punishments” (Kristof, 1). While
virtually everyone knew the risks for helping Jews in any way
during the Nazi reign, there are still hundreds of stories of
individuals, families, small communities, and other groups
working together to protect Jewish people. However, there
was not any uniform resistance movement in Germany
during the Nazi period (Klemperer, 4).

Now that the massive scale of the propaganda efforts used
by the Nazis in an attempt to control the average citizen have
been examined, it is time for an insight into the physical
punishments also used to control the citizens to determine
which method was more effective. On September 5, 1942, a
Nazi poster was issued and posted in the surrounding towns
of the Warsaw Ghetto as mass deportations to Treblinka
death camp commenced. A translation of the opening line
of the poster in bold font states, “Death penalty for aid to
Jews who have left the Jewish residential areas without
permission.” Besides clearly emphasizing that the Nazis are
willing to execute anyone who disobeys their order, there is
yet another example of carefully chosen propaganda language
in this poster. The Nazis chose to call the Warsaw Ghetto
a ‘Jewish residential area’ as if the Jews chose to stay there.
This was a clear fabrication and misrepresentation of the
oppressive reality that Jews were facing.
It is clear that propaganda played a monumental role in
the Nazi implementation of the ‘Final Solution.’3 The Nazis
attempted to keep the German people in the dark about the
true nature of their plans for racial cleansing. This ignorance
along with motivational propaganda, such as the idea of the
Volksgemeinschaft, were coupled to maintain a calm state
within Germany. However, not everyone in Germany and
the surrounding areas were persuaded by Nazi propaganda
like such a large majority of the German people. Instances
of bravery from citizens through attempts to hide or
relocate Jews did occur. One example of this heroism came
from Martha Sharp. Sharp was 33 years old in 1938 when
she spoke at a gathering in Evian, France dedicated to the
Jewish refugee crisis caused by the Nazis. She had smuggled
multiple Jews out of Germany and Nazi occupied Prague,

The poster goes on to state that, “not only Jews who have left their
designated residential areas will be punished with death, but the same
penalty applies to anyone who knowingly provides refuge to such
Jews. This includes not only the providing of a night’s lodging and
food, but also any other aid, such as transporting them in vehicles of
any sort, through the purchase of Jewish valuables, etc.”
Death Penalty for Support of Jews. September 5, 1942. US Holocaust Memorial
Museum, Washington, D.C.

According to Klemens von Klemperer, the German
resistance consisted of small and usually isolated groups or
individuals, like Martha Sharp, who were unable to rally any
substantial political opposition. The Nazis were extremely

3 Final Solution was the term the Nazis used to refer to their plan to annihilate the Jewish people. This was another form of propaganda in and of itself as the word choice was meant to downplay the gravity of their plan as opposed to calling it their ‘Jewish genocide
plan’ or something along those lines.
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powerful, so one of the only plausible strategies was to try
and convince the Wehrmacht4 to stage a coup. Such an attack
never occurred even after the assassination plot, which was
intended to spark a revolution by using a bomb to kill Hitler
in July of 1944. The Nazi government shut down any such
attempt after Hitler survived the bombing, and within five
hours of the coup beginning the plan had failed (Shirer). The
Gestapo arrested 7,000 people in connection to the attempted
plot, and 4,980 were executed. Clearly the Nazis were serious
about punishing uprisings, attempts to help Jews, or any
other behavior opposing their values.
According to Peter Hoffmann, a historian who focuses on
German resistance against National Socialism, approximately
77,000 German citizens were killed for some form of
resistance during the war (Hoffmann, xiii). Many of them
held positions in the government, military, or civil service
positions which provided them with a vantage point to
participate in conspiracies (Hoffmann, p.xiii). The Night of
Long Knives was one example of an event where the Nazis
targeted political opponents along with other people they
say as threats to the regime in order to consolidate their hold
on power.5 The exact number of citizens who attempted to
help Jews and were caught is much less concrete, because
these perceived offenders were often sent to concentration
camps. While some uprisings and revolts among the German
citizens and other Europeans in occupied countries occurred,
it is shocking how little unification among resistance groups
existed during the war. This lack of unified resistance in
Germany (‘The Courage to Remember: The Holocaust
1933-1945’) reflects how both the propaganda and the fear of
physical punishment influenced the behaviors of individuals
and hampered countless bystanders from becoming activists.
Propaganda and fear of physical punishment were clearly
both factors in the Nazi control of the average citizen, but
which was a more powerful technique? Stanley Milgram was
an American social psychologist who was best known for his
experiment on obedience done in the 1960s. Milgram states
in his book Obedience to Authority, “the essence of obedience
consists in the fact that a person comes to view himself as
the instrument for carrying out another person’s wishes,
and he therefore no longer sees himself as responsible for
his actions. Once this critical shift of viewpoint has occurred
in the person, all of the essential features of obedience
follow” (Milgram, xii). This sentiment is clearly relevant
to the question at hand of why exactly Germans and other
people during the Nazi era remained passive in the wake of
the atrocities taking place. Because of the Nazis prolonged
and intense effort to convince the average citizen that Jews
were inferior and needed to be exterminated, they were

able to gain obedience and move forward with the Final
Solution. This is where the propaganda became relevant
for Nazi control. All forms of propaganda that have already
been covered in this paper, along with films like The Eternal
Jew6 and Triumph of the Will,7 were crucial to the Nazi’s
mass killing plot and partially explain the lack of organized
resistance. Milgram’s experiment involved a test subject
being told they are participating in a study on memory and
learning. The subject was to be the teacher and the person
who they were teaching, who worked for Milgram, was
hooked up to a machine where the teacher could shock the
learner. The test subject knows the shock is hurting the
learner, but the test subject believes that the experiment is for
the good of science, so they continue to administer shocks.
Approximately 65 percent of test subjects continued to
administer shocks even though they were told that continued
shocking could pose health risks.
Using Milgram’s experiment as a framework for
understanding how the average citizen would behave under
Nazi control, assuming the 65 percent who continued to
shock as people who went along with the Nazis during the
holocaust and the 35 percent as those people who rose up
and revolted, should those 35 percent of people not been
a large enough group to see through the propaganda and
organize a resistance movement in order to stop Hitler dead
in his tracks? This seems like an appropriate assumption.
However, the 65 percent of test subjects in the lab were not
being threatened or forced in any way to continue shocking
the learner. This was not at all the case in Nazi Germany as
77,000 German people alone were killed for resisting. The
number also does not include the thousands of other citizens
from a variety of countries who were killed for resisting the
Nazis, or all of the innocent members of society who were
sent to concentration camps for their disobedience. The
majority of Milgram’s test subjects inflicted severe pain upon
someone they did not know simply because they were told it
was for the good of science. Would it not have been closer to
100 percent of people if the test subjects had watched hours
of propaganda films, read hundreds of propaganda articles,
been taught propaganda in school and the workplace, and
then had a gun held to the head of their family members and
themselves?
Because Milgram’s experiment was conducted in a
controlled setting, its theoretical application to the events
of the Holocaust must be scrutinized; it cannot be taken
as the rule given the disparate context of World War II.
However, it does help to convey how the combination of
propaganda and threats by the Nazis had such a widespread
and powerful effect of gaining obedience from the average

4 The armed forces of Nazi Germany.
5 The Night of Long Knives took place from June 30th until July 2nd, 1934. Ernst Röhm was one of the people killed during these events.
He was the Chief Organizer of the SA (Ernst).
6 Released in 1940, The Eternal Jew was produced by the ministry of propaganda, headed by Joseph Goebbels. The film was shot in the
Jewish ghettos of Poland and made claims that the Jews.
7 Released in 1935, Triumph of the Will depicts the 1934 Nazi party congress in Nuremberg which was attended by over 700,000 Nazi supporters. This film was used to instill a feeling of patriotism and power throughout the German people, giving them confidence in Hitler
and the Nazi army.
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citizen. The propaganda films worked to both instill a
sense of pride in the country and a feeling of safety from
the military power and public support of the leadership.
The films also continually harped on the supposed ‘Jewish
problem’ (‘Invasion of the Soviet Union and the Beginnings
of Mass Murder’) and all of the negative effects associated
with it. Even though both propaganda and the fear of safety
separately influenced the behavior of citizens, together
they contributed to the increased obedience of the average
citizen and allowed the Nazis to get as far as they did in their
audacious plan, which resulted in the death of six million
Jews and five million other people.
Both propaganda and physical punishments like executions
or the looming fear of being sent to a concentration camp
contributed to the silencing of the general public during
World War II. However, after looking at Milgram’s
experiment and seeing that he was able to gain obedience
from 65 percent of people through non-threatening orders,
it is clear that propaganda was more important in the control
of average citizens. Propaganda laid the foundation for the
acceptance of atrocities committed by the Nazis towards Jews
and the other people. The propaganda used was exhaustive,
all-encompassing and targeted towards people of all ages in
order to create a blanket hatred throughout Germany and
the rest of Nazi-occupied Europe. The propaganda allowed
the Nazis to begin the implementation of their plan and
there was little outcry as Hitler came to power because of the
false ideas which he spread. It is highly possible that there
would have been much more organized resistance had there
not been any threat of being sent to a concentration camp
or executed. These physical threats played a significant role
in controlling the average citizen. However, propaganda
was immensely more important. Without hateful movies,
speeches, newsreels, and other forms of media, citizens
would not have yielded to the Nazis and accepted their mass
extermination plan as openly as they did. A combination of
propaganda and physical punishments was clearly effective
as it allowed the Nazis to execute eleven million people using
their diabolical plan. However, if only one method were to be
used, propaganda was the more effective tactic.
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A

s a consistent minority across Europe and other
regions of the world for centuries, the Jewish people
often found themselves in the face of prejudice.
Today, antisemitism is the term used to describe the
widespread phenomenon characterized by hatred and
prejudiced acts against the Jewish people (“Anti-Semitism”).
However, this term is often mistakenly used to encompass
all prejudice against Jews throughout history. In reality,
modern antisemitism, which includes political and cultural
components in its rhetoric, originated in the late nineteenth
century; a fairly recent development in the long history of
the Jewish people. The term truly gained prevalence after
German writer Wilhelm Marr used the word “Semite”
instead of Jew in “The Victory of the Jews Over the
Germans.” Before the creation of modern antisemitism,
negative sentiment towards Jews was termed anti-Judaism,
and based in theological arguments. Although the emergence
of modern antisemitism in the late nineteenth century is
commonly accepted, scholars hold varying views on the
creation of modern antisemitism and its connection to
longstanding prejudice against Jews.

but Beller’s work addresses emancipation more directly.
In Beller’s account, a quid pro quo, or this-for-that,
exchange of Jewish acculturation in return for the rights of
emancipation holds central importance. The idea of quid pro
quo emancipation entails the Jews presenting themselves
as identical to the other members of secular society. Jews
presenting identically to their European neighbors lent itself
to inherent difficulty, as it was easy to point to the numerous
ways in which the Jews were different from the rest of
society around them. In contrast, Katz’s conclusions of the
events surrounding emancipation focus on the idea that the
Jews were no longer in a significantly degraded position.
This change in societal standing increased resentment, as
Jews joined various occupations and other spheres of secular
society. Ultimately then, the outcome of emancipation is
the opposite of that desired by Jews, leading to even more
powerful antisemitism in later years, as shown by both Katz
and Beller.

In both Steven Beller’s A Short Introduction to Antisemitism
and Jacob Katz’s From Prejudice to Destruction: AntiSemitism 1700-1933, the authors explore the rise of modern
antisemitism, with important focus on the pivotal era of its
manifestation in the late nineteenth century. Beller and Katz’s
arguments, based on much of the same factual information
and historical examples, include many points of agreement.
However, subtle differences in the accounts of Beller and
Katz, including their discussions of racial antisemitism, lead
to their arrival at two different conclusions on the continuity
of antisemitism. The broader implications of Katz’s
argument, and the likely continuation of antisemitic events
and thought, are more concerning for contemporary Jews.
Throughout his short account of modern-day
antisemitism, Beller heavily emphasizes the creation of
modern antisemitism as a distinct occurrence. He clearly
indicates that, while numerous accounts of prejudice against
Jews occurred prior to the late nineteenth century, this
anti-Judaism of the middle ages and earlier, which heavily
relied on Christian anti-Jewish sentiment, remain distinctly
separate from the antisemitism emerging in the 1880s. In
fact, Beller’s statement that “the legacy of the Enlightenment
(for all its ambivalences regarding Jews), the scientific
revolution, and political change, together with the educative
effect of empirical evidence, could, and in many instances
did, dramatically alter attitudes to Jews in Europe by the late
nineteenth century” clearly emphasizes his firm belief in
modern antisemitism as an outcome of modern circumstance
and occurrence (Beller, 29). To create this distinction, Beller
draws on an intermittent period of better fortune for the
Jews, allowing for a clear boundary between anti-Judaism
in the Middle Ages and modern antisemitism. He discusses
the role of Enlightenment thinking, as well as the role of
emancipation, which granted the Jews legal citizenship to
their resident countries.
Katz and Beller both discuss emancipation as an important
component leading to the rise of modern antisemitism,

Antisemitic caricature shortly after the big bang at the stock exchange
in Vienna (9th May 1873)
Artist Unknown, 1873. Antisemitic caricature 1873. Austria: Geschichte Österreichs.

While Beller presents a model of clear distinction between
the modern antisemitism born in the late nineteenth
century and historic anti-Judaism, Jacob Katz’s account
relies on a hybrid model of antisemitism. This hybrid model
attributes greater connection to the relationship between
anti-Judaism and modern antisemitism in comparison
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to Beller’s interpretation, yet still acknowledges unique
aspects of each occurrence. Like Beller, Katz acknowledges
a distinct emergence of modern antisemitism after a less
turbulent period, separating old anti-Judaism from the new
phenomenon. However, Katz still emphasizes a stronger and
more direct connection between new hatreds and those of
the past. Despite the circumstantial evidence Katz presents
explaining antisemitism’s emergence in the late nineteenth
century, his belief is an underlying cause that is aided by
an old existing hatred, as he claims that changes in political
and intellectual thinking allowed for a new emergence
of anti-Jewish sentiment. This new emergence should be
viewed as an adapted version of “the old image of the Jews
in the Christian tradition” (Katz, 264). Therefore, modern
antisemitism is viewed by Katz as somewhat new, but not
completely distinct from older forms of prejudice.
Political and cultural antisemitism, two prevalent divisions
of modern antisemitism, play key roles in both scholars’
accounts, but Katz and Beller both include the somewhat less
discussed topic of racial antisemitism. Racial antisemitism
remains distinct from other forms of antisemitism in that it is
founded in the idea of the existence of the Jews as a race. This
racial concept means that, in contrast with followers of other
schools of antisemitism, those who believe in this race-based
theory see a fundamental incapability for a Jew to separate
from Judaism, including through conversion to Christianity.
In Beller’s discussion of racial antisemitism, he describes
this branch of antisemitism as highly scientific and
biologically based. This approach earned great attention
from the academic elite and their students, as well as medical
professionals (Beller, 56). Beller explains that because of
the different groups attracted to racial theory, not all who
believed in racial thought were necessarily anti-Jewish.
Scientist Ernest Haeckel and writer Joseph Arthur de
Gobineau are both cited by Beller as racial theorists, but not
necessarily anti-Jewish. However, they did see a distinction
and hierarchy between the Aryan and Semitic races. Their
designation as not anti-Jewish is founded in their thoughts
towards and treatment of Jews, but it could be argued that
claiming the existence of racial hierarchy is inherently antiJewish regardless of the thinkers intent. In this instance,
Beller chooses to allow some forms of racial theory to remain
separate from prejudice against Jews.
Beller also claims that racial thought can, in some instances,
work alongside rationalist critique (Beller, 53). Rationalist
critique often labeled Jewishness as irrational, meaning that
if Jews could be designated as distinct from Aryans, or even
inferior, through biological and racial categorizations, then
it could explain Jewish irrationality. Naturally, this principle
seems to lead to a solid foundation for discrimination against
Jews, or even the basis for stronger prejudice and hatred.
However, Beller goes on to point out that although the ideas
of racial antisemitism should have been followed out as
they were subscribed to by many of the elite and academics,
“non-rational political and moral values intervened to deem
the ‘rational’ conclusions of racial theory as applied to Jews
impractical, immoral, immoderate, and hence unreasonable”
(Beller, 60). Beller overall describes racial antisemitism as
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most importantly a scientific idea, even amidst the other
connections and implications to racial theory he discusses.
While Beller clearly describes the emergence of racial
antisemitism and its distinct niche within the greater
category of modern antisemitism, Katz’s account includes
a unique exploration of the topic, including the connection
between racial and Christian theological antisemitism. In
exploration of this topic, Katz discusses Eugen Duhring,
known as a secularist as well as a critic of Christianity.
Katz discusses Duhring’s views of Jews, emphasizing his
belief that Jews possess inherently negative and inferior
physical and moral characteristics resistant to change. These
beliefs highlight Duhring’s prescription to racial thought.
Interestingly, despite his categorization as secular, Duhring
“absorbed elements of the Christian resentment against

“As often seen throughout
history, religion proves an
effective route in gaining
support for ideas.”
Jews and Judaism”, resulting in a combination of Christian
theological and racial antisemitic thinking (Katz, 266).
Katz also indicates another intersection between racial
antisemitism and Christian theological antisemitism. He
points to Theodor Frisch as one of the first antisemites to
go as far as to claim that Jesus was Aryan (Katz, 306). Katz
continues on to discuss similar claims made by Houston
Stewart Chamberlain, whose publication Foundations of the
Nineteenth Century radicalized many Christians. Chamberlain,
similar to the thoughts of Frisch, points to the impossibility
of Jesus being even biologically Jewish by claiming that
“[the Jews] rejection of Jesus was therefore no accident. It
resulted from the unbridgeable chasm between their racially
conditioned mentality and the experience transmuted
through the personality of Jesus” (Katz, 308). It is this mode
of thinking, clearly shown by individuals like Chamberlain
and Frisch, where Christian theological antisemitism can be
used as a tool and intersecting with racial antisemitism.
The combination of racial antisemitism with its Christian
theologically based forms likely made racist ideologies
more palatable and understandable to a wider audience. As
often seen throughout history, religion proves an effective
route in gaining support for ideas. Katz clearly points to
the integration of Christian ideas into racial thought as an
important component of “race” gaining a place in modern
antisemitism, an idea Beller leaves practically untouched.
In addition to the connections between hatreds based in
Christian theological and racial thought, Katz also briefly
discusses the impact of German nationalism. Georg Ritter
von Schonerer, founder of the German National Party,
somewhat successfully combined racial antisemitic thought

with nationalist thinking (Katz, 287). For his particular
brand of German nationalism to be successful, the Germans
needed to hold a belief in their supremacy over other nations.
Although some Jews originally prescribed to the idea of
German nationalism, Schonerer eventually adopted the idea
of race as a central part of his nationalist agenda. Again, as he
shows in regard to Christian theological antisemitism, Katz
points to a popular vehicle to which racial antisemitism could
become associated and, therefore, become part of the general
growing antisemitic thought.
Katz does not depict a thriving racial branch of modern
antisemitism surviving on its own standing. Racial
antisemitism only exists as part of the larger whole of
modern antisemitic thought. Beller claims that racial
theory ultimately became viewed as unreasonable, but
Katz shows how racial antisemitism prevailed, somewhat
disguised through attachment to popular ideas including
religion and nationalism.
Revisiting the overall conclusions of Beller’s account of
modern antisemitism as a unique occurrence, and Katz’s
presentation of a hybrid model, the two varying viewpoints
provide different implications for the present and the
future. In line with the presentations of their arguments, the
broader implications of Katz’s conclusion prove much more
pessimistic than Beller’s. If, as Beller believes, the emergence
of antisemitism in the late 19th century resulted from the
circumstances and occurrences of the time and bears little to
no connection to old anti-Judaism, then antisemitism itself
becomes a modern occurrence. An occurrence that, while
it should be studied and learned from, may possesses no
continuous threat to society as it continues to evolve. This
model of distinction implies that once a wave of antisemitism
passes, another is not necessarily inevitable. However,
if, as Katz suggests, modern antisemitism emerged from
an underlying hatred in which notions of Christian antiJudaism are so strongly engrained, then Jews face constant
threat. The severity of this threat is evident, as Katz shows
how antisemitism is able to persist as one long hatred by
changing forms. In that case, not only does hatred against
Jews exist, but if it persists by changing forms, then it also
is not necessarily easily and quickly recognized as the same
underlying hatred each time it emerges.

longstanding anti-Jewish sentiment.
Ultimately, despite the large number of similarities in the
two scholars’ interpretation of historical events leading up
to the late nineteenth century emergence of antisemitism,
Beller sees a point where the outcome could have been
averted. In contrast, Katz sees a path that, while still reliant
on circumstantial catalysts, has long been in motion. It is not
in the factual evidence where Katz and Beller disagree, and it
is not even in the meaning of most events that they disagree,
but rather, it is whether the circumstances themselves
provide a true cause, or the optimal conditions to awaken a
dormant, time-spanning enigma.
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What are the implications of Katz’s hybrid model today?
A constantly present, although sometimes weak or dormant,
underlying anti-Jewish sentiment will continue to arise in
unique, yet fundamentally equivalent forms today and in
years to come. It means large numbers of neo-Nazis will
march the streets in Charlottesville. It means a memorial
near a synagogue in Madison will be defaced with swastikas
just before Rosh Hashanah. It means eleven Jews will be
shot and killed during Saturday morning Shabbat services
in Pittsburgh. It means that with the right catalysts, similar
anti-Jewish and antisemitic events will continue on an ever
changing, yet uneasily halted trajectory. By understanding
the severe implications of Katz’s argument, as well as the
work of other historians and sociologists on the topic, eyes
may remain better opened to the possibility of antisemitic
events in modern society, and understand the connection to a
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